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Forgiveness
When Bill Rauch spoke to staff recently about the 2014 plays, it struck us how many of them
had the need for forgiveness as the takeaway: The Tempest, The Two Gentlemen of Verona,
The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window, Water by the Spoonful and to a lesser degree Family
Album and The Comedy of Errors.
According to Dr. Fred Luskin, a leading expert on forgiveness, “To forgive is to give up all
hope for a better past.” Holding onto what has happened leaves you less time for living in
the now and will sabotage your future. To move forward, one must consciously release the
past. And what might have once been relegated to the worlds of religion and politics is now
seen as a health issue: People who forgive seem to be happier and healthier.
Of course, happy people don’t usually make for interesting drama, but watching someone
transform in front of our very eyes does. So many of the plays in 2014 begin in anger and/
or confusion and end with understanding and a renewed belief in a different future. Worlds
that have literally been split apart (The Tempest, The Comedy of Errors, A Wrinkle in Time)
become whole again.
How Richard III fits into this, I’m not exactly sure. The idea posited by experts who talk
about the power of forgiveness is that one must seek peace, not justice.
I have often said that theatre is the rehearsal for life, as if it is a kind of laboratory. Current
cognitive research has found that when we watch characters take actions, it stimulates
the same part of our brains as if we were doing the actions ourselves. What’s interesting is
that this empathic connection only happens when the actions are living in front of us, as in
live theatre. It doesn’t happen when we go to the movies. There are many reasons to go to
the theatre—entertainment better be one of them—but I’m excited about 2014 because
it is shaping up to be about us. “To err is human; to forgive divine.” How do we forgive?
Perhaps this set of plays can show us. I’m really looking forward to those lessons and the
subsequent discussions with you.

All photos by Jenny Graham
unless otherwise credited.
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Women Can

Roar

A majority of non-Shakespeare plays at OSF next season are written or
co-created by women. That’s still a rarity in the larger theatre world.

(Left to right) Quiara Alegría Hudes,
Tracy Young, Heidi Rodewald.

By Kerry Reid

W

hen it comes to Dead White Males of the Great Theatrical Canon, William Shakespeare is the poster boy. But that
doesn’t mean that Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s programming—
or that of any other classically oriented company—has to be a boys’
club. In addition to the Festival’s long history featuring the work of
women directors and designers, for the first time, OSF’s 2014 season was selected so that a majority of the non-Shakespeare plays
were created or co-created by women. They include:
• Lorraine Hansberry’s The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window is set
in early sixties leftist bohemian Greenwich Village against the
backdrop of a campaign for a reform politician. The play closed its
short world-premiere run on January 10, 1965 and has not been
seen much since. OSF celebrates the play’s 50th anniversary with
its production that opens in February in the Angus Bowmer Theatre
under Juliette Carrillo’s direction.
• Next up at the Bowmer in April is Tracy Young’s adaptation of
Madeleine L’Engle’s beloved 1962 sci-fi fantasy, A Wrinkle in Time,
about a plucky young woman and her clairvoyant little brother in
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search of their missing father. Young, who also directs the piece,
has previously adapted and directed The Imaginary Invalid and The
Servant of Two Masters for OSF, as well as co-adapted and co-directed (with Artistic Director Bill Rauch) Medea/Macbeth/Cinderella.
• Water by the Spoonful, which won the 2012 Pulitzer in Drama for
playwright Quiara Alegría Hudes, is the second of a trilogy known
collectively as “The Elliot Plays,” based on her own Philadelphiaraised family of Puerto Rican descent, including her cousin Elliot, a
veteran of the Iraq War. The drama focuses on a group of recovering
drug addicts searching for community. Water by the Spoonful opens
in the Thomas Theatre in March.
• Finally, playing on the Thomas stage from July 1 to August 31
is the award-winning team of Stew and co-composer Heidi Rodewald—whose Passing Strange was up for the Best Musical Tony
Award in 2008 and won the Best Book Tony for Stew. The duo
reunites for the world premiere of Family Album, in which a middleaged rock band moves in with a family. The work draws heavily on
the 18-years-plus creative partnership between Stew and Rodewald.
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Ahead of the curve, but . . .
It would be nice to say that there isn’t
anything remarkable in presenting
female-centric seasons at large theatres.
But, as several studies and programming
controversies have made clear in recent
years, women playwrights still have a lot
of ground to cover in order to achieve parity with their male counterparts.
American Theatre magazine, published by
Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the
preeminent national service organization
for American theatres, compiles an annual
list of the top 10 most-produced plays at its
511 member theaters (of which OSF is one).
In 2012–2013, only two works by women
made the list—Katori Hall’s Civil Rights-era
drama The Mountaintop and A Raisin in
the Sun, whose prominence was presumably driven by the concurrent popularity
of Bruce Norris’ 2011 Pulitzer Prize-winning
Clybourne Park, a contemporary take on
Hansberry’s classic.
Women writers have seldom had more
than two or three slots in the past decade
or so, except for two banner years. In
2005–2006, eight works either written or
co-written by women were in the top 10.
(A six-way tie for the bottom spot that year
actually made it a “Top 14” list.) And 2010–11
had five in that category. Often, the names
tend to be similar from year to year—Sarah
Ruhl has had four titles in recent years. Two
shows each by Lynn Nottage (Ruined, 2010),
Yasmina Reza and Theresa Rebeck have
made the cut since the 2000–2001 season.
Broadway, in particular, has been singled
out as inhospitable for women writers.
The Women’s Theatre Project, dedicated
to producing and promoting new work
by women, notes there were no plays by
women on the Great White Way during the
2010–2011 season. But as the TCG Top Ten
reports illustrate, the nonprofit regional
circuit—where, outside of the commercial realm, playwrights can find the most
money and exposure (including potentially
profitable movie deals)—also suffers from
a dearth of female voices.
This past season, the venerable Guthrie
Theater in Minneapolis celebrated its 50th
anniversary without a single play solely

written by a woman (An Iliad, presented in
their smallest studio space, was co-written
by Lisa Peterson and Denis O’Hare, and
Constance Congdon adapted The Servant
of Two Masters) or a non-white male, and
with only one play co-directed by a woman.
Guthrie Artistic Director Joe Dowling
caught a lot of heat for the programming
decision. His response on Minnesota Public
Radio: “We’re largely a classics theatre;
that’s what we do, and I may be reading the
wrong books but I find it difficult to see,
because of social history in the 17th, 18th,
19th and indeed early 20th century, which
are termed ‘classic plays,’ women playwrights emerged who would be able to fill
large theatres.”

“We need a sustained
period of time, a sustained
body of accomplished work,
where there are as many
female heroes as male
heroes. Then I think the
landscape will start to shift.”
— Quiara Alegría Hudes
It is true that the classical canon favors
male writers more than female, and that
striking a balance between older works and
“new classics” can be a challenge for a company like OSF. Lue Douthit, OSF’s director of
literary development and dramaturgy,
says, “You have to be conscious of it. You
have to be willing to be accused of affirmative action a lot. This is true for all things in
diversity, in my opinion. You don’t want
to go so far as to quota it, but if you don’t
think about it, you will fall back on the
tried-and-true.”
Douthit identifies OSF’s American Revolutions: the United States History Cycle, a
10-year series of new plays, which began
in 2008, as part of the festival’s increasingly “aggressive commissioning program.”
Eleven contemporary women playwrights
will create new work on “a moment of
change” in American history and culture.
The 2013 season featured Naomi Wallace’s
The Liquid Plain, and Hudes will also create
a new piece.

“There are political and cultural things
that need to be parsed in our world from
400 years ago,” says Douthit, who credits
Rauch with hiring more women directors
and designers as well as producing more
women writers.
In an email interview, I asked Hudes about
what changes she had seen in perceptions
about women playwrights and “women’s
stories” since she began her career. (Hudes,
like many current prominent playwrights
both male and female, credits Paula Vogel
as a major influence—the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of How I Learned to Drive
led the graduate playwriting program at
Brown University for two decades. Her
students included Hudes, Ruhl, Nottage
and Nilo Cruz, among many others. )
“Men are still the default dramatic heroes,” says Hudes. “Think of Pippin, think
of Hamlet, think of Sunday in the Park
with George, Death of a Salesman, the list
goes on.” She went on to say, “We need a
sustained period of time, a sustained body
of accomplished work, where there are as
many female heroes as male heroes. Then
I think the landscape will start to shift.”
In a much-discussed 2010 speech, playwright Rebeck said when she began her
career, “I was told that since I’m a woman,
if I write about women that means I have
a feminist agenda and that’s bad. I also
got told that when I write about men,
since I’m a woman, I clearly have a feminist agenda, and that’s bad, too.”
Decisions at the top
But is the discrimination faced by women
writers—particularly those who write
female protagonists—driven by the
aesthetic of the often-male artistic directors and producers? The answer isn’t so
easy to assess.
In “Opening the Curtain on Playwright
Gender: An Integrated Economic Analysis
of Discrimination in American Theater,”
Emily Glassberg Sands, who wrote the
study as her undergraduate economics
thesis at Princeton in 2009, maintained
that plays featuring female protagonists
were less well-received than plays with
male protagonists—and that plays
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Earlier in the year, the League pointed out
to Ensemble Studio Theatre that their
one-act marathon was heavily slanted
toward male writers. “They were actually
stunned,” says Savadge. “When you point
out the numbers, they say, ‘Oh, we just
hadn’t noticed.’”
Speaking out
For many women theatre artists and
advocates, refusing to remain silent in the
face of gender inequity is key to raising
awareness.

Playwright Deborah Savadge, a
longtime executive board member
of the League of Professional
Theatre Women, recently ran her
own little experiment along those
lines. “I sent out a short play under
‘D. C. Savadge,’ and the acceptance
note said, ‘Dear Mr. Savadge,’ ”
she notes. However, Savadge also
points out that “Ageism is often
a greater problem” than sexism.
“People want to get writers just
out of grad school.”
So what are women in theatre
Madeleine L’Engle, author, A Wrinkle in Time
doing to achieve greater visibility?
Savadge says, “The League has
Polly Carl, who worked for OSF as a consulreally been at it for 30 years. We’ve been
tant and helped create the Black Swan Lab
able to provide a nurturing
for New Work, has a long history of new
organization for women and a great
play development that has encompassed
advocacy tool.”
the Playwrights’ Center in Minneapolis,
Steppenwolf Theatre Company in Chicago
Most recently, the League has launched
and Arena Stage in Washington, D.C. Now,
“Women Stage the World,” a direct-action
she is director and editor of HowlRound: A
advocacy program that combines educaCenter for Theater Commons at Emerson
tion and theatrics. In June of 2013, they led
College, which is dedicated to exploring
an “Equality Parade” through Manhattan’s
and promoting new practices in 21sttheatre district calling for gender equity,
century theatre.
while costumed as great women playwrights of the past. The group asked cusIn a revealing personal essay on the
tomers at the TKTS booth in Times Square
HowlRound website last spring, “A Boy in
to consider supporting women artists and
a Man’s Theater,” Carl addressed the
to pay attention to how many women are
Guthrie Theater controversy from the
in the Playbills of the plays they see.
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perspective of her “otherness” as a selfdescribed “tomboy.” Wrote Carl, “I’ve been
supportive of, but not super-involved in,
all the talk of women’s discrimination in
the theatre,” and also noted, “I didn’t want
to ever be dismissed as someone with a
chip on my shoulder.” In response to Dowling’s public comment that complaints
about the season were “self-serving,” Carl
wrote, “I couldn’t agree with him more.
For those of us passing in a man’s world,
we’re exhausted from serving the man.”

Sigrid Estrada. Courtesy of Farrar, Straus and Giroux

written by women were less well-received
than those by men. Sands sent 250 copies
of an excerpt of a new play donated by
Nottage to artistic directors and literary
managers around the country—125 of
them written by “Mary Walker” and 125
by “Michael Walker.” Sands asked them
to assess the excerpt along 18 metrics,
from likeability of the characters to the
likelihood that it would win an award.
In an NPR interview, Sands said, “I found
that for the exact same script, when that
script wore a female pen name, it was
less well-received by the theatre
community than when that script
wore a male pen name.” She went
on to say that, surprisingly, female
respondents “assigned markedly
lower ratings” to work perceived
to be written by women.

In an email interview, Carl said
what she was acknowledging in
the essay is that “personal taste
isn’t a good enough defense or
excuse for the kinds of exclusion happening in our theatres.”
But she also notes some exciting
trends. “One is the Internet holding folks accountable,” as happened with the Guthrie season. (It
is worth noting that the Guthrie’s
2013–14 season includes five plays
by women.) And, notes Carl, more
artists are also looking to selfproduce and bypass the official
gatekeepers.
Says Hudes, whose work often
centers on what it means to live
in community with others, “This
nation has a far way to go in
reaching equality, and the system
must change. And I hope to be an
agent of change.”

“It takes massive ego to be a playwright,”
she concludes. “You have to be willing to
think, ‘I can write the story of my generation, I can write the story of my time.’ I
try to tell young people that you can be
that big, you can be that hungry—you can
roar.”
Kerry Reid is a Chicago-based journalist
and playwright.
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OSF’s adaptation of The Cocoanuts includes songs
not heard since the original Broadway show in 1925.

T

he Cocoanuts debuted in 1925, with music by Irving Berlin and
a book by George S. Kaufman. Berlin was already a songwriter of renown, and had transitioned from vaudeville to the
legitimate theatre with a string of successful revues. The Marx
Brothers had a big hit the year before with their revue, I’ll Say She
Is. The collaboration marks the brothers’ first book musical, with
a story about land deals and thievery in Florida on which to hang
their shtick and Berlin’s songs.
After tryouts in Boston and Philadelphia, The Cocoanuts went on
to run eight months on Broadway. Then the boys took it on the
road. In 1929, while the brothers and Margaret Dumont filmed
Cocoanuts (adapted by Morrie Ryskind) during the day, they were
performing in Animal Crackers on Broadway at night.

sessed the lost songs, but they gave OSF their blessings to find
and restore them.
That took Gregg and Mark to the Library of Congress, which
houses more than 600 boxes of Berlin’s archival materials. With
the help of several magnificent librarians and researchers, the
team made some remarkable finds in Box 91.
Gregg says: “What we discovered was pretty swell: The dance
music and measures for vamping for a section of the opening
number called “The Bell Hop,” a second version of the Act Two
lover’s duet “We Should Care,” and most importantly, the sheet
music for “Why Am I a Hit with the Ladies?” which Groucho sings
in Act One.”
Altogether, the OSF team has discovered and accounted for
25 Irving Berlin musical numbers swapped in and out of The
Cocoanuts, and OSF’s production will use full versions of about 17
of them. The other eight songs will be used for scene transitions
and underscoring.
“I’m determined to make sure that every song written for this
show by Mr. Berlin finds its way back home in OSF’s production,”
declares Gregg.
Three songs that were dropped during rehearsals for the original
production seem to be lost forever. Check your attics. . .
—Julie Felise Dubiner

The insanity returns
After playing Groucho in OSF’s 2012 production of Animal Crackers, Mark Bedard became interested in recreating another Marx
Brothers classic for OSF. He is adapting The Cocoanuts as well
as reprising Groucho, reuniting him with Brent Hinkley (Harpo),
John Tufts (Chico) and K. T. Vogt (Margaret Dumont). Mark started
with the archival script of the 1927 New York production. As he
began working with music director Gregg Coffin, they realized
how many songs from the play were not in the movie. They became passionate about restoring songs that had been cut. Sadly,
several songs existed only as lyrics in that old script. Neither
the Berlin estate nor The Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization
(which handles the estate and licensing of Berlin’s work) pos-

photofest

Over the course of filming and editing, some songs from
The Cocoanuts were cut (like “A Little Bungalow,” sung by Groucho
to Margaret Dumont in an early screening), and new songs were
added (like the lovers’ “When My Dreams Come True”). Synchronized sound was also introduced in 1929, and the new recording
technology was primitive and unwieldy. Pay attention in the “Why
a Duck?” bit and you’ll notice that all the pieces of paper on screen
are dripping wet to keep the microphone from picking up the
crinkling. In the end, the Marx Brothers hated the film and offered
to buy it back. That offer was declined, and the movie went on to
be one of the most successful releases of its time.

The Cocoanuts lyricist Irving Berlin, in the 1930s.
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Toward

The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window’s
Window ’s inhabitants
are called upon to put their true beliefs on the line,
and live them.
By Otis Ramsey-Zöe

So many truths seem to be rushing at me as the result of things felt
and seen and lived through. Oh what I think I must tell this world!
Oh the time that I crave—and the peace—and the power!
—Lorraine Hansberry, To Be Young, Gifted and Black
Lorraine Hansberry’s The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window
captures the zeitgeist of the 1960s. In stunning economy, the play
examines humans’ confrontation between the world we want
and the harsh realities of the one we’ve got. However, in this
drama there is no retreat from our responsibilities to create our
idealized world. The insistence upon hope, action and insurgency
in the piece is consistent with the author’s own life and other
works. In her essay, “The Negro Writer and His Roots: Toward
a New Romanticism,” Hansberry writes, “one cannot live with
sighted eyes and feeling heart and not know and react to the
miseries which afflict this world.”
Hansberry reacted to the social and political world around her
not only in her writing; she took action in the face of our nation’s
refusal to adequately address diseases and social problems
such as drug addiction and alcoholism. As an activist artist, she
spoke at Civil Rights rallies and writers’ conferences, and in 1963,
she confronted then-U.S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy in a
controversial meeting with black leaders about the role of the FBI
in the South.
In her work—including A Raisin in the Sun, Les Blancs, The
Drinking Gourd and What Use Are Flowers?— she tackled
such critical issues as racial conflict, colonialism, feminism,
the importance of family, nuclear holocaust, the meaning of
civilization, homophobia, sexual exploitation in various guises,
abortion, socialism and religion. Hansberry once declared in an
interview, “The human race concerns me and everything that
that implies . . . which is the most ambitious thing you can say,
and at the same time the most modest too, because I can’t
think of anything that people do where conflict is born that isn’t
dramatically interesting. . . . I happen to believe that the most
ordinary human being has within him elements of profundity,
of profound anguish.”
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Lorraine Hansberry

Hansberry imbues this sense of profundity in each of the figures
in The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window, whom she calls “the most
ordinary human beings.” I have called her creations figures
rather than characters in adherence to August Strindberg’s notion
of character expressed in his “Preface to Miss Julie.” According to
Strindberg, “character” describes “one whose disposition was fixed
once and for all or had adapted himself for a particular role in
life. In a word, someone who had stopped growing.” If we accept
Strindberg’s definition, we find that The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s
Window contains not a single character, but fully complex, thriving,
fighting individuals who never yield and perhaps only experience
stasis as a springboard to the next decision.
Early in her process of writing To Be Young, Gifted and Black,
Hansberry described her play as one which “presumes to try
and examine something of the nature of commitment,” which
she goes on to label “one of the leading problems before my
generation here: what to identify with, what to become involved
in; what to take a stand on; what, if you will, even to believe in
at all.”
The struggle for growth
The play’s hero, a Jewish intellectual, is reluctantly persuaded to
work on the campaign of a local politician who vows to bring
social reform to his neighborhood in 1960s Greenwich Village.
The stage directions characterize the setting as “the preferred
habitat of many who fancy revolt or, at least, detachment from
the social order that surrounds us.”
Prologue | Oregon Shakespeare Festival

At first, Sidney disavows any power of individuals to enact
meaningful change. He presents himself as a disciple of the cult
of despair so fervidly prevalent in the 1960s and represented on
stage in the existentialism of theatre of the absurd. However,
Sidney’s various confrontations with friends and family lead to
startling revelations and his renewed commitment to activism.
Yet, the figures that oscillate around Sidney do not exist merely
to facilitate his journey; rather they are struggling against their
own marginalized conditions. The work’s quiet triumph is its
complex analysis of oppression with regards to gender, sexual
orientation, class and race.
Iris rises up
The three women in the cast—sisters whose apt last name is
“Parodus,” after the chorus in Greek tragedy—rage against gender
oppression and class strictures. Iris, an unsuccessful actress and
Sidney’s wife, finds her desires for self-actualization pitted against
her husband’s fantasies of her as an unsophisticated, nymph-like
maiden. Iris, like Sidney, is on a personal odyssey of discovery. For too
long, she has surrendered to her husband’s image of herself. One
illustration of this comes when, at Sidney’s request, Iris performs a
dance showcasing her Greek, Irish and Cherokee heritage to which
her husband boasts, “I taught her everything she knows!”

In an interview with OSF staff in June, director Juliette Carrillo
said she had the sense her production would be “uncomfortable,”
which is in keeping with the rich heritage of the piece. According
to James Baldwin in his essay, “Sweet Lorraine,” the play
“makes so loud and uncomfortable a sound because of the
surrounding silence; not many plays, presently, risk being accused
of attempting to say too much!” Here, Baldwin references the
popularity of existentialist ideas in art at the time. In contrast,
the play opposes the glorification of nothingness, which was
trending in absurdist drama as well as in black literature. The
play rejects despair, and as Baldwin articulates, it demands, “Is all
this true or not true? . . . An affirmative answer imposes a new
level of responsibility, both for one’s conduct and for the fortunes
of the American state, and one risks, therefore, the disagreeable
necessity of becoming ‘an insurgent again.’ ” Lorraine Hansberry
accepted and extended this challenge each time she put pen to
paper and in her life as an activist. It is a challenge to which she
continually calls us through her work.
Otis Ramsey-Zöe is a lecturer of theatre arts at Howard University
and a freelance dramaturg.

Andrée Lanthier

Now, she wishes to be more than just the woman of her
husband’s dreams; she wants to impact the world through her
art. As she puts it to Sidney, “I want to begin to know that when I
die more than ten or a hundred people will know the difference.”
In her quest for stardom, she trades Sidney’s fantasies of herself
for a different fantasy when she accepts a role in a TV commercial
selling hair perms that don’t work. How is this progress toward
her self-actualization? The questions Iris faces are not easy and
Hansberry supplies no easy answers. The paradox of Iris carrying
the last name Parodus is not incidental; rather, it announces
women’s struggle to be more front and center in society and
even in their own lives.
Iris’ sisters, Mavis and Gloria, are partners in this struggle despite
differences in class and strategies for redress. Mavis, a banker’s
wife—Sidney calls her “The Mother Middleclass itself”—stages
a subtler form of resistance to her subjugation while seeming
to uphold bourgeois values. Both Iris and Sidney underestimate
her as one who is resigned to fall in line; however, among her
most guarded secrets is her assertion of autonomy in a bourgeois
marriage. Gloria, on the other hand, attempts to control her own
objectification by engaging in prostitution. Unfortunately, she
finds herself unable to escape out of this role and resolves to
take drastic steps to break free.
Both Mavis and Gloria most want the same things, but in reverse
order. Mavis initially seeks only a husband and children, but
when she learns of her husband’s infidelity she chooses security
over divorce. In contrast, Gloria first seeks the financial security
her occupation provides, then resolves to attain a husband. But
that goal becomes illusory. Mavis and Gloria, like Sidney and Iris,
forcefully wrestle with their changing desires in tension with
their social circumstances.

A Raisin in the Sun (2004): Walter Lee (Chris Butler, kneeling),
with Bobo (Josiah Phillips) and Lena (Pat Bowie).
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A Building Grows

After 11 years of being crammed into too-small spaces, several OSF Production departments will
soon move into their new home.
By Catherine Foster
This is what life is like now for OSF’s Production staff in their First Street building:
To get a sofa to the loading door, Props
crew members have to carry it across the
building, walking on top of sets under construction, often passing close to running
machinery. Because there’s no accessible
loading dock for very large items, when big
shipments come in, the Scene Shop crew
has to meet the delivery trucks up the hill
on Hargadine Street, unload the materials into OSF trucks and then re-load them
into the building, dodging cars and people
walking down the sidewalk.
Meanwhile, half a mile away, Costume
Rentals (which stores all the costume
stock and rents out much of it for theatre,
film and TV use) is jammed into a former
warehouse that was adapted 10 years ago
to meet its needs. The floors slope and it’s
hard to reach the 50,000 costumes, shoes
and accessories. “There’s no climate control,
there’s light contamination from skylights
and dust is an issue, all of which contribute
to fabric degradation,” says Costume Rental
Manager Emily Ehrlich Inget.
Life for both these departments, and others, will change dramatically. In October,
construction will be completed on a $7.5
million production building in the nearby
town of Talent, an eight-minute drive from
the OSF campus. The 65,000-square-foot
building will house several Production
departments as well as Costume Rentals.
Construction began in February, and when
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the building is finished, most of the departments will start moving in. The Scene
Shop will wait until next summer, after the
2014 shows have been built. While these
Production departments will be under one
roof, they will have separate spaces and
their own equipment, which they now have
to share. Costume Rentals will have more
space, a level floor and a layout designed
around its needs. There will be a conference
room, offices for department heads and an
adequately sized break room.
Once the Production department move is
complete, the current two-story First Street
building will be renovated into a rehearsal
center, with music rooms and sprung floors
for dance and movement. But more on
Phase II in a future issue of Prologue.
The project has been about 10 years in the
works. Former Executive Director Paul Nicholson began it, and after Cynthia Rider succeeded him earlier this year, he continued,
as a consultant, to manage the day-to-day
operations and construction issues.
“The new building is going to strengthen
and stabilize what we’re able to do
production-wise,” Rider says. “Everything at
the Festival—other than the theatre spaces
themselves—has been repurposed spaces,
so nothing has been built specifically for
the Festival’s work. We’ve outgrown those
repurposed spaces. So we finally will have
a production facility that will be able to
support one of the country’s great regional
theatres.”

Landlocked
The Festival has adapted to its many
growth spurts, ever since its inception in
1935, when rehearsals were held around
founder Angus Bowmer and his wife Gertrude’s kitchen table and costumes were
sewn in local women’s homes. Because the
OSF campus is surrounded by the town, a
residential neighborhood and Lithia Park,
there’s been little room to grow in the
immediate area.
The current 22,000-square-foot production
building, a former roller-skating rink that
was adapted for OSF’s use in 1983, houses
the Scene Shop, Props, Paints and Scenic
Automation. Physical Plant staff are there,
too. For a long time, it was adequate for the
Company’s needs. But in 2002, OSF built
the Thomas Theatre (then called the New
Theatre).
“When we built the Thomas,” recalls Nicholson, “we always anticipated that the scale
of the shows in the new space would be
the same as the Black Swan [OSF’s former
third theatre space], but we very quickly
discovered that its scale was actually
much more similar to the Bowmer. So that
significantly increased the demands on the
Scene Shop.”
More workers were hired to build more
and bigger sets. Now, some 34 full-time and
part-time production crew members and
interns work in the building.
In addition to making new props, the Props
department also stores about 5,000 hand
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in Talent
props, including baskets, wine glasses,
swords, fake food and fake blood. In
another site next to Costume Rentals, they
have more than 1,000 pieces of furniture,
including armoires, screens, big foliage, as
well as larger props, like the David Kelly
manure sculpture head (don’t ask).

Having an Automation department is a
rather recent development; OSF rarely used
to develop anything controlled by motors
and computers. When it used lifts, they
were operated by hydraulics.
The problems multiplied. “It became difficult
to do trap work (test the trap doors and the
set and prop elevators) prior to load-in,”
says Technical Director Bill Tiesi. “We cannot
lay out an entire deck to be painted in the
current shop. Also there is not enough room
to store completed sets, which increases the
potential for injuries because we’re building
the next production at the same time we’re
storing other scenic elements.”
Over the years, everyone adjusted to the
changes. Still, the space left much to be
desired, including the fluctuating temperatures and the tiny, messy break room with
its ratty old sofas.

important?” Nicholson recalled. “And the
ultimate decision-makers in this case were
the Board of Directors. I remember clearly
one time we had a Board meeting and we
brought in some of the Scene Shop people
and Prop Shop people to speak to the
Board about how inefficient the scenery
construction trail was. That was a very
significant moment.”

“... we finally will have a
production facility that will
be able to support one of
the country’s great regional
theatres.”
—Cynthia Rider
As part of the strategic-planning process,
Nicholson and the board determined that
the Festival needed to do a space-planning
study. They engaged an architect, Gene
Abel, of Abel Architectural Group, to work
with a planning group of leaders within the
organization and they analyzed different
areas that had space problems.

These workload and space challenges
started getting recognized when OSF
undertook one of its periodic strategic
planning processes, which involves talking
with members of many departments.

Finding a site
At first, Nicholson and the planning group
looked at increasing the size of the existing
building by pushing out to the property
line, but found that would have yielded
only about another 4,000 square feet. So
they started looking at vacant land: Ten
sites, both in Ashland and Talent.

Next, the Board of Directors had to be
convinced of the need for a new building.
“From an organizational point of view, one
of the big questions is, how do you convince
the decision-makers that something is

“We needed between three and four acres
for a 50,000 square-foot building,” he says.
“We looked at a couple of pieces of land
within about a three- or four-minute drive
of the Festival, but ultimately decided they

Architectural renderings of OSF’s new
Talent Production Building.

were simply too small for what we needed.”
Then, because it seemed wise to also
include Costume Rentals in the project, the
size of the projected building was increased
to about 60,000 square feet. And they
started looking in adjacent towns.
“Land in Ashland, as we knew, is very pricey,” he says. “The permitting process and
the ability for people to object and delay
the building project are very high; and the
likely construction costs would be higher
because of Ashland’s design standards.”
The travel time between the new building and OSF became more important than
the actual distance, and they settled on an
outside limit of 10 minutes. They found the
current site on Talent Avenue in the spring
of 2012, and in September of that year
purchased the land for around $500,000.
Funding for the $7.5 million project came
from a combination of contributions (which
are still continuing), savings and financing.
The facilities expansion also includes an
additional $3 million for the remodel of the
First Street building into the Hay-Patton
Rehearsal Center.
In June, the Meyer Memorial Trust, a private
foundation, gave OSF a $400,000 grant to
support the construction of the new facility.
A collaborative process
Once the site was chosen, OSF could start
work with the architects, ORW Group. The
firm, Nicholson says, “deeply engaged the
11

OSF’s Scene Shop in the Ashland Production building has
long been straining at the seams.

individual departments, looking at their specific needs, the size,
the volume, heights of the building, where the best placement
was for individual offices, whether there was the need for a conference room or a lunch or break room, looked at the flow, where
the loading dock would be.”
The OSF project, says David Wilkerson, the architect at ORW, “was
unusual and especially rewarding for two reasons: First, the user
groups were creative visual thinkers who knew what they wanted
and could articulate it to the design team. Second, the challenge
of recreating and combining the stage pits of all three theatres
inside the Scene Shop—while also accommodating all the other
functions that needed to be included—was quite unusual. The
need to ‘get it right’ took on special meaning with this project, as
there was literally no room for error. That sort of challenge makes
our work as architects really worthwhile.”
OSF hired Adroit Construction as the design-build team. “The
project itself is really extraordinary in that this will be a one-ofa-kind facility and host some very technical and industry tradespecific features, such as the Trap Room, that will really benefit
the organization’s production department,” says Jason Stranberg,
Adroit vice-president and project manager for the Production
Building project.
“Some particular aspects of the project that have made it
interesting have been designing and building the facility to
accommodate the movement of very large and possibly awkward
pieces of set through the various departments in their production
cycle. We have internally laughed throughout the design-build
process at the reality that the users of this facility face in their
need to have a building that would allow them to move a 14-foot
fake giraffe or a pumpkin stage coach through the doors and
hallways and onto a truck!”
Vision of the future
“Having everything in one place will certainly increase efficiency,” says Tiesi. “We will be able to do trap work, we’ll have more
storage space, state-of-the-art equipment, larger restrooms and a
break room.” Flats can be laid out and painted right there, instead
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of being moved to a rented paint warehouse in Phoenix.
The best thing? “Loading and unloading of props and scenery
pieces will be safer and easier,” says Props Department Manager
Jim Clark. “We’ll have dual loading docks, one on level ground so
vehicles can drive right into the building, as well as a recessed
loading dock with a self-adjusting dock height. Plus there will be
a forklift, so there’s no hand unloading of heavy items.”
Costume Rentals’ new space—11,000 square feet, 3,000 feet more
than they have now—will give them hundreds of linear feet of
new rack space, plus more areas for accessories. “We will have the
ability to customize the rack system so that the costumes will be
hung in a way that makes sense and makes the warehouse easier
to navigate. We will have a larger and more efficiently laid-out
shipping and receiving area and a larger photo studio with professional lighting for shooting costumes for our website,” says Inget.
The first part of the move involves inventorying, packing and
transporting the contents of three storage facilities containing
furniture props and Costume Rentals and stored sets. Then the
staggered moves begin.
Yes, the new site does mean some tradeoffs. No longer will Props
have the ability to grab a couple of options for baskets for a stage
manager; that will have to wait until the next day. The potential
time increase in transporting scenic elements is another concern.
OSF is considering running a shuttle between Talent and Ashland
during peak times.
Tiesi admits that the departments moving to Talent are concerned about being detached from the organization. “One option
is to make available the new conference room for meetings for
the Company, which would bring different departments out to
Talent,” says Tiesi. “With new technology, hopefully the communication process will increase.”
Clark adds: “The challenge is distance, but what we gain is
immensely valuable. That’s the important part. And having a
building that was set up to do the work will be unbelievable.”
Prologue | Oregon Shakespeare Festival

Canonical

A
Accomplishment

Scott Kaiser and Richard L. Hay,
both longtime OSF artists, have
worked on each of Shakespeare’s
plays at least once.

It’s no secret that here at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival people are keen
to see or work on all of Shakespeare’s
plays—and to count them. Checking off
all 37 (38 if you include The Two Noble
Kinsmen) of Shakespeare’s plays is called
canon-clicking. The goal is not easy to
accomplish, because productions of some
of the obscure plays can be separated by
20 years.

Scott has worked on 47 Shakespearean
productions at OSF in 11 different capacities, including actor, fight choreographer,
voice and text director, associate director,
co-director, co-adapter and adapter. Wearing those different hats provided Scott the
opportunity to focus on different aspects
of the plays and expand various skill
sets. It helps explain why he is now in his
current position of director of company
development, where he nurtures the
artistic development of actors at OSF as
well as scouts and recruits young acting
talent nationwide.
He had completed his personal canon
(which includes shows done elsewhere)
after being voice and text director on
OSF’s 2009 production of Henry VIII, but
with The Taming of the Shrew he has
worked on all of Shakespeare’s plays here
at OSF. Always with an eye toward completing the canon, he chose to be involved
with the lesser-done plays.

that has to do with scale and relationship of things around him—and creating
the space for movement. It’s a logistical
puzzle and I like solving the big puzzle.”
Both Scott and Richard have seen many
solutions to textual and logistical challenges and can offer invaluable insights
to directors and the creative teams. In
1963, Richard solved a critical problem
for Romeo and Juliet in getting Juliet’s
sarcophagus downstage, where it could
be seen by everyone. This “slip stage” used
to convey the tomb downstage has been
used ever since on the outdoor Elizabethan Stage.
Now that Scott has completed his longsought-after goal and Richard has
designed all the plays in the Shakespearean canon twice, what’s next?

The accidental canon-clicker
Richard Hay, senior scenic and theatre
designer, was far less goal-oriented. When
he first designed sets for OSF in 1953
(Coriolanus; Henry VI, Part One; The Merchant of Venice; The Taming of the Shrew),
he says he never thought about completing the canon. He did so the first time in
1978 with Timon of Athens; in 2014 he will
complete it a second time with Richard III.

“It’s definitely a milestone,
and was almost 40 years in
the making.”
—Scott Kaiser
Scott Kaiser, director of company development, first set his sights on completing
Shakespeare’s canon at the age of 15
after playing Bottom in his high school’s
production of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. This year, The Taming of the Shrew
completes his OSF canon.
Reflecting on his accomplishment, Scott
said, “It’s definitely a milestone, and was
almost 40 years in the making. Not everyone is able to work on every Shakespeare
play—and at one organization. How many
theatres do Henry VIII?”

“When I realized all I needed was Richard
III, I began to take notice,” he said.
Since 1953, Richard has designed 125
Shakespeare productions at OSF. “They are
rich and complex plays,” he said. “Shakespeare can provide limitless approaches.
You can tackle the same old play and it’s
always a new adventure.”
While Scott and Richard have looked at all
those Shakespeare plays from very different perspectives, their overriding goal for
the productions is the same: Tell the story.
“As a voice and text director, I help the
actor grapple with the language to
illuminate the story,” Scott said.
Richard creates a space for the actor to
tell that story. “One thing I want to do is
make the actor look good,” he said, “and

“When I realized all I
needed was Richard III,
I began to take notice.”
—Richard L. Hay
Scott is immersed in teaching and writing projects using his knowledge about
Shakespeare’s body of work.
Richard is ready to take on more Shakespeare and feels it’s time to revisit Hamlet.
He’s designed it five times at OSF—1954,
1961, 1974, 1983 and 2000—but it feels
like a long time and maybe he’ll get the
chance this decade.
—Amy E. Richard
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“Many Brave Noises”
By Gwyn Hervochon
The hours between matinee
and evening performances are
typically quiet in the Angus
Bowmer Theatre, but on a Friday
evening in July, the lobby was
a hub of activity: OSF archivists
were hosting a celebration
for the recent $200,000 grant
from the National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH) for a
three-year project to digitize and
create access to the audiovisual
collection in OSF’s archives.
In the center of the festivities,
an older gentleman—recently
turned 90—was holding court
from his chair. As guest of honor,
longtime OSF Company member
Carl Ritchie was surrounded by
a crowd of friends and admirers,
who broke into laughter at his
stories and witty one-liners.

Organizing the tapes
“What has been done here in the past is, obviously, the reason we
are here now. And there are clues, hints, examples, reminders, and
many, many gems of discovery and reawakening to be found in
this treasure trove of what [NBC Radio producer] Andy Love liked
to call our wonderful warehouse of ‘Many Brave Noises.’ ”
—Carl Ritchie, on the OSF audio collection, 1999
dwaine e. smith

Thanks to grants and much hard work, OSF’s
collection of film and sound spanning its entire
history is now being preserved and made accessible.

Old reel-to-reel film canisters wait to be digitized.

Ritchie wrote the above words
as part of his 1996–1999
Audio Archive Project in which
he inventoried OSF’s audio
collection—nearly 2,000 reel-toreel and cassette tapes, organized
only by year and play title, that
dated from 1950 through the
1990s. By the time he began
the project, his career with the
Festival stretched back nearly 50
years, with credits as an actor,
director, playwright and the
Festival’s first year-round publicity
director, from 1957 to 1967.

In that capacity, Carl scripted and
voiced hundreds of promotional
spots for radio and television,
designed innovative promotional
materials and strategically
marketed the Festival through
a significant period of growth.
A 60–year dream
He worked with acclaimed NBC
Carl Ritchie (seated far right) as public relations director, during the 1965 NBC
Radio taping of Much Ado about Nothing (with Nagel Jackson, as Benedick, and
As the fortunate archivist who
Radio producer Andrew C. Love
Zoe Kamitses, as Beatrice).
has worked extensively with
on 30-minute play adaptations
OSF’s audiovisual collection and Carl Ritchie’s contribution to it,
of OSF productions that were recorded live on the Elizabethan
I felt we had finally realized a dream that had been more than
Stage and broadcast nationally between 1951 and 1974. The
60 years in the making. Carl was cast in the 1950 season by OSF
Archives also contains several radio documentaries written and
founder Angus Bowmer himself, and throughout the following
produced by Ritchie, including his 1973 Peabody Award-winning
decades, both Carl’s work with the Festival and the development
series, Will Shakespeare and Certain of His Friends.
of the OSF Archives steadily laid the groundwork for the
incredible project now made possible by the NEH.
Because of his long association with the Festival and his direct
role in many of the recordings, Ritchie was aware when he began
the project that OSF’s audio collection documented a wide range
of organizational achievements. Yet at the time, the main
14
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obstacle to enjoying and making use of
this wealth of information was the inability
to locate a particular recording among the
hundreds of inadequately identified tapes.
And even if found, would a recording be
playable after 30 or more years?
Thanks to Carl’s project, the OSF Archives
now has a well-organized audio collection
offering a connection to OSF’s past that
may have otherwise been lost. Carl
listened to each recording, identified
its contents, and created an innovative
categorization scheme. Simultaneously,
he wrote a detailed review—on his
electric typewriter—for every recording.
The result was six three-ring binders
totaling more than 900 pages, complete
with descriptive technical notes, personal
anecdotes and historical context. This
catalog is an entertaining read both
as a companion resource to the audio
collection and as a history of the Festival.
Throughout the catalog, Carl repeatedly
comments on the value of OSF’s audio
collection and the importance of the
recordings being heard and actively used.
However, soon after the completion of
his project, Kit Leary, who was OSF’s sole
archivist from 1986 to 2010, restricted
every reel-to-reel tape he inventoried
because of their fragility. Without
funding to transfer the tapes to a modern
and accessible format, the tapes have
languished on the Archives’ shelves for
more than a decade.
A 2007 comprehensive review of the
OSF Archives by an outside consultant
helped spark the effort to digitize
the tapes. The report advised taking
immediate steps to identify funding
for the preservation of these valuable
assets. Senior staff at OSF responded to
the evaluation in its 2009 Long Range
Plan, committing to “modernize our
Archives as an open resource for the 21st
century.” As a first step, the organization
applied for and received a two-year
grant from the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission
to improve overall accessibility to the
Archives’ resources. Thanks to grant
funding and organizational support, the
Archives is now staffed by three full-time
professional archivists.

Saving the sounds
Building on this momentum, the
archivists began assembling materials in
2012 for a Preservation and Access grant
to the NEH. We proposed to digitize and
make widely accessible a significant
portion of OSF’s audiovisual collection
that remained inaccessible due to
fragility or outdated format: hundreds
of 16-millimeter film reels, audio reels
and a variety of misfit technologies
such as Beta, Hi-8, Mini DV and 1-inch
Type B video tape. We crafted a narrative
detailing the value these recordings held
for students and scholars of theatre and
theatre history and for OSF’s widespread
audiences. All the while, Carl’s catalog
served as a guide, and his urgent calls for
action to save many deteriorating tapes
remained an ongoing inspiration.
Under the guidance of OSF’s grant-writing
staff, our efforts were rewarded and
we celebrated the news of our success
this past April. The grant will fund the
digitization of 2,655 items, including all
recordings inventoried by Carl Ritchie. This
selection contains the oldest recordings in
the OSF Archives, including home
movies Angus Bowmer made in the
1930s featuring original OSF Company
members.
Although some recordings will be
restricted to on-site use in the Archives
because of copyright and union rules,
approximately 65 percent of the materials in the NEH project will be available
remotely. By the end of the three-year
project, OSF researchers and audiences
will be able to explore project results in
a digital audiovisual archive, accessible
through OSF’s website. This includes
at least one performance of all plays in
Shakespeare’s canon; most are represented at least twice. Users may enjoy
audio recordings of full-length performances from 1950–1983, play adaptations
for radio, promotional spots, interviews,
music, significant events in the company’s
history and more.
The project also includes the digitization
of Carl’s enormous catalog. These
notebooks are a portal into the audio
collection; they provide context for
the recordings and the circumstances

surrounding their creation as only
someone who was there could know.
With the digitization of his typewritten
entries in conjunction with the recordings
themselves, Carl’s voice ( just as vibrant
with personality on the written page
as his resonant radio voice) serves as
a virtual tour-guide through both the
collection and a significant portion of the
Festival’s history. As the project progresses
and beyond, we will continually build
on the digital content available to users
so that a variety of archival materials—
photos, original script pages, souvenir
programs, etc.—will enhance the
experience of the recordings.
When the evening’s celebration drew to
a close last July, after Executive Director
Emeritus Paul Nicholson delivered a toast
declaring Ritchie “one of the unsung
heroes of the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival,” the archivists treated Carl to
dinner at Omar’s—an Ashland institution
since 1946. There, he continued to
entertain us with his memories of dining
at Omar’s with Angus and Gertrude
Bowmer and Richard Graham, one of
OSF’s main leading men throughout
the 1950s and 1960s. Graham played
King Lear in the 1951, 1958 and 1964
productions—all of which will soon be
available from any computer in the world.
Stay tuned for these “brave noises” and
more as the NEH project unfolds.

“Digitizing and Creating Access to the
Audiovisual Collection in the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival Archives is made
possible by a major grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
Any views, findings, conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this
project do not necessarily represent
those of the National Endowment for the
Humanities.”
Gwyn Hervochon is OSF’s Digital Project
Archivist.
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Great Opportunity

The Charitable IRA Rollover provision, which allows
taxpayers to make additional gifts to OSF from their
IRAs without tax penalty, will end December 31.
This is the moment to make that extra gift you
have been considering.
To be eligible, you must be 70 years or older. You
can transfer up to $100,000 to OSF from your IRA.
These gifts do not qualify for a charitable deduction but may be counted toward your minimum
required distribution and do not count as income
on your federal taxes.
Learn about planned giving and how you can
support OSF through your estate by contacting
Ed Chetan Edwin or Doreen O’Skea in the Development Department at 541-482-2111 ext. 472.
You may also visit:

www.osfashland.org/plannedgiving

The Earl of Kent (Armando Durán, left) confers with Lear (Jack Willis) in King Lear.

